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contact us mail address looks not converted

Status
 Closed

Subject
contact us mail address looks not converted

Version
1.9.x

Category
• Error

Feature
Contact us
Spam protection (Anti-bot CAPTCHA)

Resolution status
Out of Date

Submitted by
shigerusz3

Lastmod by
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 📊

Description
Hi,

When I use contact us feature, mail address shows as webmaster(AT)kic(DOT)mine(DOT)nu
Then click send mail, it shows AT DOT DOT <webmasterkicminenu>
I use tikiwiki-1.9.7 on OpenSUSE-10.1, UTF-8 character code.

Please advice or give me a hint.

Thanks,
Shigerusz3

Importance
5

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
1026

Created
Monday 26 February, 2007 21:26:03 GMT-0000
Things have really evaluated since Tiki 1.9 and openSuse10.1. We don't use contact-us the same and as far as I have tested any email address added in a wiki page will be "protected". (still it is advised generally to use a form) Please retest with updated version of your software and OS and create a new ticket if you still have an issue.